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Black Widow® Introduces New No-Drill, Ride-On Adjustable
Motorcycle Pro Chock
Patent-pending Pro Chock designed for storage or transport is available as
single or interlocking set of two
GERMANTOWN, WI – January 11, 2021 – Black Widow®, manufacturer of quality utility products for the
powersports market, introduces a one-size-fits-all motorcycle chocking solution that adjusts to any truck
or trailer bed width. Designed for versatility, the patent-pending Pro Chock’s universal capabilities
improve usability during motorcycle transport or storage. The adjustable width pull-out arms ensure a
snug and secure fit, and interlock when two chocks are used side-by-side. No drilling or bolting is
required for use.

Black Widow® Pro Chock Options
BW-PRO-CHOCK…………………………………………………….…. $204.99 (single unit)
BW-PRO-CHOCK-2……………………………………………………..$334.99 (set of 2)
The Pro Chock is constructed from lightweight, high-strength aluminum and finished with protective
rubber-capped ends. Adjustable from 43” to 108”, the sliding tension arms keep the chock braced
against the sides of truck beds and trailers, while also providing increased stability when used on garage
or shop floors. The Pro Chock requires no drilling into truck beds or trailers due to the stable arm design,
thereby adding the convenience of using across multiple transporters. The sliding tension arm enables
two chocks to interlock for side-by-side motorcycle use.
The Pro Chock’s wide adjustable base paired with the pivoting action of the front tire cradle eliminates
the requirement for a second person to help the rider stabilize their bike while riding into the chock. The
front cradle guides wheels into the tire stop with minimal side motion and has four size adjustments for
15”-22” wheels.
The front tire stop is adjustable with three height positions to fit any motorcycle wheel. The center post
and tire cradle are removable for storage.
“We wanted to build a wheel chock that customers could use to load the bike themselves and install
with no drilling, bolting or tools, and that would fit on any pickup truck or trailer in seconds,” said Bob
Krolski, Product Development Manager. “With years of experience buying, selling and using wheel
chocks, we were able to take the best features from every chock and combine it into the Pro Chock.”

About Black Widow®
Black Widow, a division of MOTIS Brands™, manufactures a selection of loading, transporting and
maintenance solutions for motorcycles, ATVs, UTVs, and PWCs along with snowmobiles through its Black
Ice line. With an emphasis on combining product durability and affordability, standard and pro heavyduty models are available to accommodate hobbyists, enthusiasts and working professionals. For more
information, visit BlackWidowPro.com.

